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Executive Summary 
 
A new Sub regional Project titled ‘Way out of Informality: Facilitating formalization of the 
informal economy in South Asia’ of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) has been 
initiated to address the legitimate issues in terms of priorities and challenges of the informal 
economy in South Asia covering three countries namely Bangladesh, India and Nepal. The 
Project is an ILO/Japan Multi-bilateral Technical Cooperation Program for a period of 5-years 
(2012-2016). The Project partners are: the ILO Tripartite constituents (Government, 
Employers’ Organisations and Workers’ Associations) and Social partners. This Project will 
apply integrated decent work strategy for the informal economy to the formalization aspect, 
emphasize knowledge management to fill the large knowledge gap in the policymaking, and 
embrace the proven ILO strategy of participatory dialogue.  
 
The Knowledge Sharing and Planning Workshop was organised by the ILO Country Office for 
Bangladesh with the assistance of the ILO Specialists from the Sub-regional Office, New 
Delhi, India to share ILO’s International good practices on formalisation of informal economy 
followed by a planning exercise to identify priority sectors by the tripartite constituent 
partners for addressing formalisation issues in Bangladesh. Participants represented the 
concerned Ministries and Departments of the Government, Employers’ Organizations, 
Workers’ Associations, Labour and Employment related Non-Government Organizations and 
Social Partners. The Workshop was addressed by the high level Government Officials, 
distinguished national, ILO Specialists and the representatives of the Employers’ 
Organisations and Workers’ Associations.  Mr. Shinichi Ozawa, Chief Technical Advisor, 
ILO/Japan Multi-bilateral Programme, ILO Regional Office FOR Asia & The Pacific, Bangkok 
introduced the Way out of Informality Project and briefed on the formalization concept of 
informal economy in South Asia. He underscored that the formalization process will facilitate 
Decent Work, and also opined that relevant success stories, methods and good practices 
anywhere will help improve the Project interventions. 
 
The Special Guests from the National Coordination Committee for Workers Education 
(NCCWE) and Bangladesh Employers’ Federation (BEF) urged the stakeholders to share ILO 
experiences to improve the condition of workers in the informal sector. They endorsed the 
Project and suggested that the Way out of Informality should be smooth, and in order to 
achieve the desired goal- the capacity of the stakeholders should be strengthened. As well as 
opined that the relevant laws are to be updated and the vulnerable workers especially 
women and the children are to be adequately protected. Mr. Srinivas Reddy, Director, ILO 
Country Office for Bangladesh reiterated that social dialogue is critical to find out ways and 
means to eliminate the negative aspects of employment in the informal economy and urged 
the Project stakeholders to address issues on gender equality so that both men and women 
are equally benefited from the project interventions. The Chief Guest, Mr. Mikail Shipar, 
Secretary, Ministry of Labour & Employment (MoLE), Government of Bangladesh (GOB) also 
reiterated the magnitude, role and plight of workers in the informal sector. He endorsed the 
Way out of Informality Project as being timely and highly relevant, and expressed his full 
commitment to support the Project.  
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Two Technical Sessions in the workshop shared comprehensive information on the ‘Project 
Design, Objectives, Outcome and Activities’,  ‘Integrated Decent Work Strategies for the 
Informal Economy & Social Protection & Selected International Good Practices Addressing 
Formalization of Informal Economy’, ‘Organising Informal Workers - and approaches and 
strategies for formalization’, and the ‘Role of Employers’ Organizations (EOs) in the Informal 
Economy’ respectively along with the ILO’s integrated decent work framework to enable 
transition to formality.  It was discussed that the regulatory environment is important for 
both formal and informal sectors and helping the informal economy to be formalised. It was 
emphasised that that the employers’ and workers’ representation is very important to 
address many relevant issues of informality to formality effectively. 
 
The ‘Way out of Informality’ Project presented the study report conducted in Bangladesh, 
specially focusing on five sectors, titled  ‘Overview of the Informal Economy in Bangladesh’,  
in the workshop for knowledge sharing and involving the participants for their input and 
recommendations for a way forward and to identify key issues of informality in Bangladesh. 
It was presented that according to various surveys and definitions, 87.4 percent-97.6 percent 
of the employed labour force are in the informal sector, representing 47.9 million of the 
53.87 million of employed labour force in 2010 (LFS 2010). The report cited that the legal 
instruments’ role in informal-formal dichotomy to address and help improve the common 
distress of the workers across the informal economy. In line with the objectives of the Way 
out of Informality Project, the rapid assessment identified 5 sectors, according to the density 
of workers, for possible intervention by the Project. The sectors were; Road Transport, 
Construction, Hotel & Restaurants,  Bidi making, and Dry Fish Processing. 
 
Three Consultative Groups formed with the participants from the tripartite constituents 
representing the Government, Employers and the Workers identified,  in order of priority, i) 
Construction ii) Transport and iii) Hotel & Restaurants for intervention by the Project and 
listed the available supportive means/system, major obstacles, main actors, proposed 
interventions, gender equality promotion and scalability for the selected sectors. The Chief 
Technical Advisor (CTA), Way out of Informality (WOI) Project concluded that the 
participation of the representatives of the three vital stakeholder groups in the preparation 
of the meaningful project initiatives reflects a broad-based consensus, acceptance and 
commitment of these stakeholders. This will facilitate the effective implementation of the 
Project. Three Consultative Groups recommended that Construction sector would be the 
first priority sector to initiate project interventions in Bangladesh. 
 
The representatives of all the ILO Tripartite constituents and key stakeholders recognized 
the importance of reducing the plight of workers in the informal sector, and expressed their 
full cooperation to achieve the objectives of the Project. This demonstrated that the Way 
out of Informality Project is very timely and highly relevant as well as reflects a broad based 
consensus, acceptance and commitment of the stakeholders. This will help facilitate the 
implementation process of the Project through participatory dialogue and fostering 
partnership among key stakeholders. 
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Knowledge Sharing & Planning Workshop, Bangladesh 

 
  
1. Introduction and Background 
 
The concept of the informal sector was first introduced by the ILO to highlight the activities 
of a high percentage of labour force working in activities which are generally unregulated, 
unrecognized and of low productive in nature. For the ILO and its constituents, the most 
meaningful way of looking at the situation of those in the informal economy is in terms of 
decent work deficits: poor-quality, unproductive and un-remunerative jobs that are not 
recognized or protected by law, the absence of rights at work, inadequate social protection, 
and the lack of representation and voice are most pronounced in the informal economy, 
especially at the bottom end among women and young workers. 
 
South Asia is known to have the highest incidence of informal economy in terms of number 
of persons employed, from 80 to 90 percent of the labour force. For example, 87 percent of 
the labour force is employed in the informal economy in Bangladesh (Labour Force Survey-
LFS 2010). According to the LFS 2010, the total labour force (persons 15 years and above) of 
Bangladesh is 56.65 million (39.48 million males and 17.17 million females). 
 
In line with the ILO’s priority program interventions, a new Sub regional project titled “Way 
out of Informality: Facilitating formalization of the informal economy in South Asia” has been 
initiated to address the legitimate issues in terms of priorities and challenges of the informal 
economy in South Asia covering three countries namely Bangladesh, India and Nepal. The 
Project is an ILO/Japan Multi-bilateral Technical Cooperation Program: under the Framework 
for Cooperation between Ministry of Health & Labour Welfare (MHLW)-Japan and the ILO 
for a period of 5-years (2012-2016). Project partners are the ILO tripartite constituents 
(Government/Employers’ Federation/Worker’s Federation) and other Non-Government 
Organizations and Social partners. This sub-regional Project will apply integrated decent 
work strategy for the informal economy to the formalization aspect, emphasize knowledge 
management to fill the large knowledge gap in the policymaking, and embrace the proven 
ILO strategy of participatory dialogue.  
 
The ILO Dhaka Office and the Chief Technical Advisor (CTA) of the Project (based at New 
Delhi, India) consulted with the tripartite constituents about   launching of the Project and 
received positive responses to organize the Knowledge Sharing and Planning Workshop to 
inform the tripartite partners and other key stakeholders about the design of the Project and 
to involve them in terms of making the Project functional. 
 
Accordingly a day-long Workshop was organised by the ILO Country Office for Bangladesh 
with assistance from ILO Specialists from the Sub-regional Office, New Delhi, India to share 
ILO’s International good practices on formalisation of informal economy followed by a 
planning exercise by the tripartite constituent partners for addressing formalisation issues in 
Bangladesh in priority sectors.   
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As a preparatory to holding the Knowledge Sharing and Planning Workshop, a national study 
was conducted to have an overview of the informal economy in Bangladesh which identified 
5 labour intensive sectors in the informal economy namely  Transport (Road), Construction, 
Hotel & Restaurants , Bidi making and Dry fish processing for possible interventions under 
the Project. 
 
2. Objective of the National Workshop 
 

The day-long national Workshop was aimed at knowledge sharing on the formalization of 
the informal economy and identifying priority sectors for Project intervention through in 
depth consultations with the tripartite constituents, key stakeholders and the social partners 
in Bangladesh. 
 

3. Participants and the Resource Persons 
 
The Workshop was addressed by the high level Government Officials, distinguished national 
and international experts and the representatives of the EOs and WAs.  ILO Specialists on 
Employers’ and Workers’ Activities and Informal Economy provided contextual information 
and shared ILO good practices for active involvement of the participants. The list of the 
Resource Persons with their affiliations is given in Annex-I. 
 

Participants represented the concerned Ministries and Departments of the Government, 
Employers’ Organizations (Eos), Workers’ Associations (Was), Labour and Employment 
related Non-Government Organizations and Social Partners. The list of the participating 
organisations is given in Annex-II.  
 

4. Workshop Venue, Date and Programme Agenda 
 

The one-day Workshop was held on May 27, 2013 in Hotel Sonargaon in Dhaka. Originally it 
was scheduled for 2 days (May 26 & 27, 2013) but because of  unavoidable reasons  the 
Program scheduled on May 26, had been postponed, Therefore, the Workshop had to be 
condensed into a one-day Program on May 27, 2013. 
 

The day long Workshop included Inaugural Session, 2 Technical Sessions, Tripartite Group 
Consultations and the Closing Session. The Workshop started at 9:00 AM and ended at 5:30 
PM with breaks for tea and lunch. The Agenda of the Workshop events are given in Annex 
III. 
  
5. Inaugural Session 
 
Mr. Harunur Rashid, National Project Coordinator, Way out of Informality Project (WOI), 
ILO, and Dhaka Office welcomed the distinguished guests and expressed his gratitude for the 
commitment of the participants to join the Workshop which expected to help address 
challenges of the informal economy in Bangladesh through participatory dialogue and 
fostering partnership. He also thanked the Japanese Government for funding the Project. 
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Mr. Shinichi Ozawa, CTA, ILO/Japan Multi-bilateral Programme, Regional Office, Bangkok 
introduced the WOI Project and briefed on the Formalization Concept of Informal Economy 
in South Asia. (Annex IV). Mr. Shinichi noted that it is hard to protect the workers in the 
informal economy but admitted that the Decent Work concept would help initiate 
meaningful approaches to improve the situation through the Project: “Way out of 
Informality” that had been initiated with the support of the Government of Japan. He also 
commented that Decent Work sums up the aspirations of the people in their working lives. It 
also involves opportunities for work that is productive and delivers: 

 A fair income 

 Security in the workplace and social protection for families 

 Better prospects for personal development and social integration. 

 Freedom for people to express their concerns, organize and participate in the decisions 
that affect their lives , and  

 Equality of opportunity and treatment for all women and men. 
 
Mr. Shinichi underscored that formalization facilitates Decent Work and access to social 
protection and help improve workplaces that are essential for informal workers. Decent 
Work leads to sustained economic growth which is the best way to improve the situation of 
workers. He also mentioned that success stories, methods and good practices anywhere will 
be collected under the Project and disseminated to constituents and stakeholders. He 
concluded that ILO is committed to support the work of the Government, Employers’ 
Associations and Workers’ Unions to formalize the informal economy in the Sub-Region.  
 
The Special Guest, Mr. Mukit Khan, Ex-Chairperson of National Co-ordination Committee for 
Workers’ Education (NCCWE) supported and endorsed formalization of the informal 
economy. He stressed that over 80 percent of the labour force are in the informal economy 
which is still expanding. As the workers in this sector are unorganized, they suffer from 
exploitation and lack of workers’ right and protection in workplace. Mr. Mukit hoped that 
sincere cooperation of the concerned agencies namely Government, Employers’, Workers’ 
Associations and Social Partners would ameliorate the conditions of the works in the 
informal economy. 
 
Mr. Farooq Ahmed, Secretary General of Bangladesh Employers’ Federation (BEF) and a 
special guest, urged the stakeholders to share ILO experience to help improve the condition 
of workers in the informal sector who are insecure and unprotected. He emphasized that the 
poverty reduction strategy cannot he successful and sustainable without addressing the 
rights and aspirations of the workers in the informal sector. Mr. Farooq suggested that the 
Way out of Informality should be smooth, and to achieve the desired goal - the capacity of 
the stakeholders should he strengthened, relevant laws are to be updated, the vulnerable 
section of the workers namely women and the children are to be adequately protected and 
the overall remuneration of the workers must be adequate and attractive. He endorsed the 
Project and added that some growth sectors are providing the window for formalization, 
which include productivity/skills improvement, access to finance, required incentive and 
removal of barriers for informal units to formalize to enterprises. 
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The Country Director ILO Mr. Srinivas Reddy said that in this Planning and Knowledge 
Sharing Workshop with the representatives of ILO, Government, Employers’, Workers’ 
Federations and Civil Societies, priority sectors in the informal economy will be identified for 
intervention. He informed that the informal economy employees is about 87 percent of the 
total labour force in Bangladesh and 85 percent of them are female. He reiterated that 
today’s dialogue is critical to find out ways and means to eliminate the negative aspects of 
employment in the informal economy jobs performing without rights and protection, and 
facing serious deficits of Decent Work. Mr. Srinivas urged the project stakeholders to 
address issues on gender equality so that both men and women are equally benefited from 
the interventions. He stressed on the strategic objectives of ILO Decent Work, social 
protection, freedom, equity, security and social dignity and, added that the 
recommendations from this Workshop would be crucial to achieve the objectives of the 
Project. 
 
The Chief Guest Mr. Mikail Shipar, Secretary, Ministry of Labour & Employment (MoLE), 
GOB also reiterated the magnitude, role and plight of workers in the informal sector. He 
endorsed the WOI Project as being timely and highly relevant, and expressed his full 
commitment to support the Project. Mr. Shipar informed the audience that the Cabinet has 
recently approved a new Labour Policy conducive to promoting Decent Work. He added that 
by addressing the informal sector, Bangladesh can promote Decent Work in the country. He 
also opined that international and sub-regional good practices and the effective tools in 
formalizing the informal economy will be useful to the tripartite constituents aimed at 
contributing to the Project effectively. 
 
During discussion following the presentations, it was pointed out that political will  would be 
required to achieve the objectives of the Project; informality is an issue of governance and it 
must be addressed accordingly, and, informal aspects must be addressed and social 
protection schemes must be included in collective agreements.   
 
6. Technical Session I 
 
Two presentations were conducted in this Session. After each presentation, the participants 
put forward their questions and comments. Mr Khondaker Mostan Hossain, Deputy 
Secretary, Mole, GOB chaired the Session. 
 
The first presentation in this Session was on Way out of Informality Project (WOI) Project 
Design, Objectives, Outcome and Activities - presented by Mr. Thomas Kring, Chief 
Technical Advisor (CTA), Way out of Informality (WOI) Project, ILO, New Delhi (Annex-V). 
 
Mr. Kring gave a brief introduction of the 5-year WOI Project covering India, Bangladesh and 
Nepal. He noted that the informal sector is expanding in the region. One of the issues is that 
it is not covered by law, and different strategies may not work equally effectively in different 
countries. He emphasised that the Decent Work strategies for the informal economy should 
be an integrated approach in order to be effective. It has to be a constituent-driven process 
where the constituents will guide national and local level consultative process to prioritize 
sectors and interventions. 
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The second presentation entitled ‘Integrated Decent Work Strategies for the Informal 
Economy & Social Protection & Selected International Good Practices Addressing 
Formalization of Informal Economy’ (Annex-VI) was presented by Ms. Sandra Rothboeck, 
Consultant - WOI Project, ILO, New Delhi. 
 
Ms. Rothboeck presented an overview of ILO’s integrated framework to enable transition to 
formality and some international experiences addressing formalization. She discussed in 
detail the components of ILO’s integrated framework to enable transition to formality: 

 Growth strategies and quality employment generation. 

 Regulatory environment, including enforcement of ILS & core rights. 

 Organization, representation and social dialogue. 

 Equality: gender, ethnicity, race, caste, disability, age. 

 Entrepreneurship, skills, finance, management, access to markets. 

 Extension of social protection, social security, social transfers. 

 Local (rural and urban) development strategies. 
 
Ms. Rothboeck then addressed the types and areas of formalization and areas of 
intervention, short to long-term approaches, and cited examples of international 
experiences in this regard. 
 
During Question and Answer period following the presentations, it was asked how to 
formalize the vast number of migrant and street workers. The Chairperson replied that the 
informal economy is a huge and complex issue but The Government is committed to Decent 
Work for all workers and initiatives can be undertaken with an agreement by all. Mr. Kring 
added that the Project will focus areas identified as priority sectors by the stakeholders and 
the Project will have full commitment to address informality issues and obstacles towards 
the formalisation process. 
 
7. Technical Session II 
 
Two presentations  were given in this Session: - one by Mr. Ariel B. Castro, ILO  Specialist on 
Workers’ Activities, New Delhi, on “Informal Economy, approaches and strategies for 
formalization (Annex-VII), and the other one by Mr. Gotabaya Dasanayaka, Senior 
Specialist on Employer’s Activities, ILO, New Delhi, on “Role of Employers’ Organizations 
(EOs) in the Informal Economy (Annex-VIII). The session was chaired by Mr. Naimul Ahsan 
Jewel, Member Secretary, NCCWE. 
 
In his presentation, Mr. Ariel discussed what informal economy is, defined the informal 
economy workers and described possible efforts towards formalization. He also discussed, in 
detail, strategies and tools for formalization and described as examples, the Construction 
Workers Welfare Board of India, Trade Union efforts on formalizing construction workers, 
organizing domestic workers in India and how to formalize the contract workers. Mr. Ariel 
concluded that results so far achieved with efforts towards formalization indicate improving 
access to social protection, improving working conditions, improving wages and status, 
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providing voice and representation, increasing trade union strength, campaigning for 
workers’ right and education. 
 
In his presentation, Mr. Dasanayaka stressed that the regulatory environment is important 
for both formal and informal sectors and most problems connected with the informal 
economy are those that are connected to the absence of conducive national business 
environment and are critical to business in general. He also commented that enhancement 
of productivity and quality in informal economy products and services has a direct positive 
impact on the formal sector (e.g. Supply chains). Mr. Dasanayaka concluded that helping the 
informal economy to formalize would be a contribution to national socio-economic 
development. 
 
On Employers Organizations (EOs), Mr. Dasanayaka informed that they are strategically well 
placed to provide policy guidelines on how best to address issues of the informal economy 
and to reach out of informal operations. He opined that Bangladesh Employers Federation 
(BEF), being the most representative of EOs, can lead on labour and employment issues. He 
also commented that both EOs and Workers’ Organisations (WOs) can play an important 
advocacy role to draw attention to the underlying causes of informality to galvanize action 
on the part of all stakeholders to remove barriers to entry into mainstream economic 
activities. 
 
During Question and Answer following the presentations, it was asked how EO policies 
could be more gender friendly. Mr. Dasanayaka informed that EOs have adopted guidelines 
for gender equality and sexual harassment at workplace. 
 

It was further pointed out from the floor that productivity suffers from a number of factors 
including political instability, lack of social security and weak linkage between the 
Government, EOs and WOs. Mr Ariel   replied that these comments focus on the challenge 
ahead. Necessary infrastructure should be in place to achieve the objectives of the Project. 
However, he emphasised to understand better the intricacies and complexities of the 
process. The Chairperson Mr. Naimul Ahsan Jewel, Member, Secretary, NCCWE concluded 
that workers’ representation is very important and the trade unions can address many 
relevant issues of informality to formality effectively 
 

After the lunch break, the study report on the rapid assessment of the informal economy 
entitled, ‘Overview of the Informal Economy in Bangladesh’ (Annex-VIII) prepared by the 
consultant Mr, ATM Nurul Amin was presented in this session. Mr. TIM Nurunnabi Khan, 
Senior Programme Officer, ILO chaired the Session. 
 

Mr. Amin mentioned that Bangladesh demographic-geographic-economic-market-political-
social and cultural fundamentals have made it the most densely populated, vulnerable and 
one of the least developed countries. The end result is endemic and chronic suffering of 
workers, whose only means of living is selling labour power at any offered price which has 
given rise to the vast size of informal employment system. He shared that according to 
various surveys and definitions, 87.4 percent-97.6 percent of the employed labour force are 
in the informal sector, representing 47.9 million of the 53.87 million of employed labour 
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force in 2010 (according to one survey). Mr. Amin informed from the study that 
employment in the informal economy in Bangladesh is expanding rapidly and projected to 
rise to 51.25 million workers in 2013-14. Another concern that he found is the female 
employment in informal economy that is rising rapidly from 22.53 percent of the labour 
force in this sector (1990-2000) to 31.50 percent in 2010 and 32.10 percent in 2013-14. 
 
Mr. Amin cited the legal instruments’ role in informal-formal dichotomy and views of the 
Bangladesh Employers Federation and Trade Union leaders. However, the common distress 
of the workers across the informal economy remains: 

 Long hours/no holiday 

 Low pay 

 Exposure to health hazards/accidents 

 Poor working conditions 

 Perpetual insecurity, chance of losing the job is a constant threat 

 If female and young, physical abuse is possible 

 Wage discrimination to the young and the female 

 Most distressing time is when one falls sick  

 Homeless 

 Lack of toilet and sanitation services 
 
In line with the objectives of the current ILO Project, Mr. Amin through the rapid assessment 
identified 5 sectors, according to the density of workers, for possible intervention under the 
Project. 

 Road transport 

 Construction 

 Hotel services 

 Bidi making 

 Dry fish processing 
 
Mr. Amin described the characteristics of these selected sectors and suggested potential 
areas of action. 
 
During Question and Answer, concerns were expressed from the floor about child labour 
engaged in hazardous work and, safety and sexual harassment of large number of female 
workers. Mr. Amin replied from the study findings that existing trade unions need to be 
strengthened and, formalization and decent work will address these concerns. 
 
8. Prioritizing Sectors for Formalization (in Bangladesh) – Group Work. 
 
The second half of the Technical Session chaired by Mr. Thomas Kring was devoted to the 
preparation and presentation of Group Work reports for prioritization of sectors for 
addressing formalization issues in Bangladesh. Three Consultative Groups were formed with 
the participants from the tripartite constituents representing the Government, Employers 
and the Workers. The list of participants in each Group is given in Annex-IX. Guidelines were 
given for prioritizing sectors for program intervention. (Annex IX) 
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The Groups were assisted by the Resource Persons present in the Workshop in shaping and 
formulating their ideas and proposed interventions.  
The Group Work Reports of the three groups representing the Government, Employers and 
the Workers are given in Annex-Xl.  
 
9. Major Finding of the Group Work Reports 

 
The three Groups identified, group-wise, the priority sectors for intervention by the Project 
and listed the available supportive means/system, major obstacles, main actors, proposed 
interventions, gender equality promotion and scalability for the selected sectors. The 
findings of the Group Reports are presented below: 
 

Identification of Priority Sectors 
  

The three Working Groups representing the Government, Employers and the Workers 
prioritized the sectors for intervention as follows: 
 
 Priority Sectors 
 
Government Group  Employers’ Group Workers’ Group 
1. Construction 1. Construction 1. Construction 
2. Road Transport 2. Hotel and Restaurant 2. Transport (Road) 
  3. Hotel & Restaurants  
 
Therefore, the sectors may be prioritized, according to the Working Groups, as follows: 
 

1. Construction (1st priority of all 3 groups) 
2. Transport (2nd priority of 2 groups) 
3. Hotel and Restaurants (2nd priority of 1 group and 3rd priority of 1 group) 

 
 Available Supportive Means/System 
 
The participants of the three Consultative Groups listed the current laws, policies, codes and 
institutional facilities and organizations available in the three selected priority sectors 
(Annex-Xl). However, it remains to be examined to what extent these legal and institutional 
infrastructures are relevant, adequate and effective to address the needs of the workers in 
the informal sector. 
 

Major Obstacles 
 

The major obstacles listed by the participants in the three selected sub-sectors (Annex-XI) 
are more or less identical. They include: required legal instruments are absent or adequate, 
enforcement of existing laws is weak and its monitoring is absent: lack of effective 
organization and representation of workers, serious Decent Work deficits, discrimination 
and sexual harassment. 
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Main Actors                                                        
 

The main actors, as listed by the participants, are the concerned Departments and Ministries 
of the Govt., relevant Employers’ Organizations and Workers’ Associations. 
 

 Proposed Interventions 
 

Both short and long term interventions have been proposed for the workers in the selected 
priority sectors. (Annex-XI). Proposed short term interventions include registration and 
database of the workers; appointment letter and ID card, their need assessment, fixing of 
minimum and equal wage, skill up gradation, group insurance, OSH measures etc. 
Proposed long term interventions are: need based skill training and certification, freedom of 
organization, health insurance, creation of Workers Welfare Board etc. 
 

 Gender Equality Promotion 
 

The proposed measures include equal pay, addressing abuse, sexual harassment and 
discrimination, and a decent work place. 
 

 Scalability 
The proposed measures mentioned above should be replicated throughout the country. 
 

Mr. Kring, as Chair of the session, concluded that the participation of the representatives of 
the three vital stakeholder groups in the preparation of the reports reflects a broad-based 
consensus, acceptance and commitment of these stakeholders. This will facilitate the 
designing, formulation and implementation of the Project. He also concluded from the 
Group recommendations that there was a clear consensus regarding the first priority and 
that Construction sector would be the first focus of the project.  
 

10. Closing Session 
 

The Closing Session was addressed by Mr. Azizul Haque, Deputy Chief, MoLE-GOB; Mr. 
Saifuddin Ahmed, Adviser, BEF; Mr. Naimul Ahsan Jewel, Member Secretary, NCCWE ; S.M. 
Ehsan Kabir Joint Secretary, ERD, GOB; Mr. Harunur Rashid, National Project Coordinator, 
WOI Project, ILO, Dhaka and Mr. Thomas Kring, CTA, WOI Project, ILO, New Delhi, India 
 

All the speakers responded positively and echoed support to the Project and at the same 
time assured their full cooperation in the designing, formulation and implementation of the 
Project. Mr. Azizul Haque shared that the revised Labour Policy is more labour friendly and is 
awaiting approval of the Government.  Mr. Saifuddin Ahmed commented that the workers in 
the informal economy need to be skilled and protected and assured the role of EOs and BEF 
during the Project intervention. He also anticipated that the Decent Work deficiencies will be 
removed with the gradual formalization of the informal economy. In his concluding remarks 
Mr. Ehsan Kabir, Joint Secretary, ERD said that there needs to be broad based consultations 
with the stakeholders in formulating the Project. At the end he urged all stakeholders for 
continued contribution to make the Project successful.   
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Mr. Thomas Kring at the end thanked all the participants, Resource Persons and ILO 
Specialists and staff for their contribution in the Workshop. Mr. Thomas assured that the 
Project would be designed and implemented in consultation with and cooperation of all the 
concerned parties. 
 
11. Conclusion 

 
The representatives of all the stakeholders namely the concerned Departments and 
Ministries of the Government of Bangladesh, Employers’ Organisations, Workers’ 
Organisations’ and the Civil Society shared ILO’s international good practices of formalisation 
of informal economy and endorsed the current Way out of Informality Project. They 
recognized the importance and urgency of improving the plight of workers in the informal 
sector and expressed their full support and cooperation to achieve the objectives of the 
Project. This demonstrates that the Way out of Informality Project is very timely and highly 
relevant. The  representatives of the three key stakeholder Groups participated in the 
Planning Exercise, selected three sectors in order of priority namely:  Construction, 
Transport and, Hotel and Restaurants for intervention by the Project and listed the available 
supportive means/system, major obstacles, main actors and proposed interventions for each 
of the selected sectors. This reflects a broad based consensus, acceptance and commitment 
of the stakeholders. This will facilitate the designing, formulation and implementation of the 
Project through participatory dialogue and fostering partnership among key stakeholders 
and implementing partners. 
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Annex-I 
 

List of Resource Persons 
 

1. Mr. Mikail Shipar 
Secretary, Ministry of Labour and Employment (MoLE), Government of Bangladesh 

2 Mr. Srinivas Reddy 
Country Director, ILO Country Office for Bangladesh 

3 Mr. Farooq Ahmed 
Secretary General, Bangladesh Employers’ Federation (BEF) 

4 Mr. Mukit Khan 
Ex. Chairperson, National Coordination Committee for Workers’ Education (NCCWE) 

5 Mr. Naimul Ahsan Jewel 
Member Secretary, NCCWE, Bangladesh 

6 Mr. S.M. Ehsan Kabir 
Joint Secretary (UN), Economic Relations Division (ERD) 
Ministry of Finance, Government of Bangladesh 

7 Mr. Khondaker Mostan Hossain 
Deputy Secretary 
Ministry of Labour and Employment, Government of Bangladesh 

8 Mr. Azizul Haque 
Deputy Chief, Ministry of Labour and Employment, Government of Bangladesh 

9 Mr. Shinichi Ozawa 
Chief Technical Advisor, ILO-Japan Bilateral Programme, Bangkok 

10 Mr. Thomas Kring 
Chief Technical Advisor, Way out of Informality Project, ILO DWT/CO-New Delhi 

11 Mr. TIM Nurunnabi Khan 
Senior Program Officer, ILO CO- Dhaka 

12 Mr. Saifuddin Ahmed 
Labour Adviser, Bangladesh Employers’ Federation 

13 Mr. Ariel B. Castro 
ILO Specialist on Workers’ Activities, ILO DWT/CO-New Delhi 

14 Mr. Gotabaya Dasanayaka 
Senior Specialist on Employers’ Activities, ILO DWT/CO-New Delhi 

15 Dr. ATM Nurul Amin 
Professor, North South University & Principal Researcher, Way out of Informality Project 

16 Ms. Sandra Rothboeck 
Consultant, Way out of Informality Project,  ILO, New Delhi 
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Annex-II 
 

List of Participating Organisation 
 

Sl. No.  Name & Designation 

1. Government of 
Bangladesh 
 

Ministry of Labour & Employment 
Government of Bangladesh 
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 

2. Economic Relations Division (ERD) 
Ministry of Finance 
Government of Bangladesh 

3. Director of Labour 
4 Rajuk Avenue, Dhaka 

4. Department of Factories & Establishment 
Labour house, No-4, Rajuk Avenue, Paltan, Dhaka 

5. Socio-Economic  Infrastructure (SEI) Division 
Planning Commission 
Government of Bangladesh 

6. Internal Monitoring & Evaluation Division (IMED) 
Ministry of Planning 
Government of Bangladesh 

7. Statistics & Informatics Division 
Ministry of Planning 
Government of Bangladesh 

8. Ministry of Social Welfare 
Government of Bangladesh 
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka  

9. Ministry of Commerce 
Government of Bangladesh 
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 

10. Ministry of Industries 
Government of Bangladesh 
91, Motijheel C/A, Dhaka-1000 

11. Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS) 
Parishankhyan Bhaban, E-27/A, Agargaon 
Sher-e-Bangla Nagar, Dhaka-1207 

12. Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies (BIDS) 
E-17 Agargaon, Sher-e- Bangla Nagar, Dhaka 

13. Bangladesh Employers’ 
Federation (BEF) 
 

Bangladesh Employers’ Federation (BEF) 
Chamber Building, 4th Floor 
122-124 Motijheel C.A. Dhaka  

14. The Federation of 
Bangladesh Chambers of 
Commerce and Industry 

Director, FBCCI 
The Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry 

(FBCCI), 60, Motijheel C/A, Dhaka. 
15. Dhaka Chamber of 

Commerce & Industry 

Dhaka Chamber of Commerce & Industry (DCCI) 
65-66, Motijheel C/A. City, Dhaka  

16. Bangladesh Women 
Chamber of Commerce 
& Industry  
 

President  
Bangladesh Women Chamber of Commerce & Industry  
Gulshan Grace, Apt. # 2C(1

st
 floor) 

House# 08 Block # CWS (C), South Avenue, Gulshan-1, Dhaka  
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17. National Coordination 

Council for Workers’ 
Education 

Chairperson & Member-Secretary 
National Coordination Council for Workers’ Education (NCCWE)  
Dhaka  

18. Japan International 
Labour Foundation 
 

Adviser, SRGA Project in Bangladesh, JILAF 
House 45, Road 27, Block-A 
Banani, Dhaka-1213 

19. Development Partners UNDP 
IDB Bhaban, Agargaon, Sher-e-Bangla Nagar, 
Dhaka 1207 

20. Adviser (Private Sector Development) 
JICA Bangladesh Office 
Gulshan Avenue (South), Circle-1, Dhaka-1212 

21. Sr. Programme Officer 
Delegation of the European Union to Bangladesh 
House 7, Road 84, Gulshan 2, Dhaka 1212 

22. R&D Organisations Bangladesh Unnayan Parishad(BUP)  
House#50,Road#8,Block-D, 
Niketon,Gulshan-1, Dhaka - 1212  

23. Centre for Policy Dialogue (CPD) 
House- 40/C, Road- 32  
Dhanmondi R/A  
Dhaka-1209  

24. NGOs BRAC 
BRAC Centre 
75 Mohakhali, Dhaka1212 

25. Dhaka Ahsania Mission 
House # 19, Road # 12  
Dhanmondi, Dhaka-1209  

26. UCEP-Bangladesh 
UCEP head Office 
Plot no. 2 & 3, Mirpur, Dhaka-1216 

27. Program Manager 
OSHE Foundation 
44 F/6 West Pathapath (4

th
 Floor) 

Dhaka-1215 
28. ILO, CO-Dhaka ILO Country Office for Bangladesh 

Dhaka 
29. DWT/CO, ILO- New 

Delhi, India 

Chief Technical Officer 
Way out of informality Project 
ILO, New Delhi, India 

30. Sr. Specialist, Employers’ Activities 
ILO, New Delhi, India 

31. Specialist, Workers’ Activities 
ILO, New Delhi, India 

32. ILO, CO-Khatmundu National Project Coordinator  
Way out of informality Project 
ILO, Nepal 

33. Regional office, ILO-ASIA 
& The Pacific 

Chief Technical Advisor 
ILO-Japan Bilateral Programme 
ILO, Bangkok 
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Annex-III 
 

        
   

 

Programme Agenda of the Workshop 
 

SESSION & TIME DISCUSSION TOPIC SPEAKERS/DISCUSSANTS/ 
RESOURCE PERSONS 

 
Registration 
8.30 am to 9.00 am 

 
Participants take Chairs 

 
Way out of Informal Economy (WOI) Project 
Staff 

Inaugural Session 
09.00 am to 9.05 am 

Welcome address  
 

Harunur Rashid 
National Project Coordinator , WOI Project 

09.05 am to 9.15 am Introduction of the Way out of 
informality Project  &  
Formalization Concept of Informal 
Economy in South Asia 

Mr. Shinichi Ozawa 
Chief Technical Advisor 
ILO-Japan Bilateral Programme 
ILO Regional Office, Bangkok 

09.15 am to 09.25 am Statement by the Special Guest  Mr. Sukkur Mahmud 
Chairperson 
National Coordination Committee for 
Workers’ Education (NCCWE), Bangladesh 

09.25 am to 09.35 am Statement by the Special Guest  Mr. Farooq Ahmed 
Secretary-General 
Bangladesh Employers’ Federation (BEF)  

09.35 am to 09.47 am Address by the ILO Country Director Mr. Srinivas Reddy 
Country Director 
ILO Bangladesh 

09.47 am to 10.00 am Address by the Chief Guest Mr. Mikail Shipar 
Secretary 
Ministry of Labour & Employment (MoLE) 
Government of Bangladesh 

10.00 am to 10.30 am Tea  

Technical Session 1 
 
10.30 am to 11:00 am 

Project Design, Objectives, Outcome & 
Activities  
 
 

Mr. Thomas Kring 
Chief Technical Advisor 
Way out of Informality Project 
ILO, New Delhi 

11.00 am to 11.45 am Integrated Decent Work Strategies for 
the Informal Economy & Social 
Protection 
& 
Selected International Good Practices 
Addressing Formalization of Informal 
Economy 
 
Questions & Discussion 

Sandra Rothboeck 
Consultant, Way out of informality Project 
ILO, New Delhi 

 Chair:  Mr. Khondaker Mostan Hossain 
Deputy Secretary 
Ministry of Labour & Employment, 
Government of Bangladesh 
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SESSION & TIME DISCUSSION TOPIC SPEAKERS/DISCUSSANTS/ 

RESOURCE PERSONS 

Technical Session 2 
 
11.45 am to 12.15 pm  
 

Social Protection & Organising 
Workers 

 

 

 Mr. Ariel B. Castro 
Specialist on Workers’ Activities,  

ILO, New Delhi  

12.15 pm to 01.00 pm Informal economy and the role of 
Employers' Associations 
 
Questions & Discussion  

 Mr. Gotabaya Dasanayaka 
  Senior Specialist on Employers’  
  Activities, ILO, New Delhi 

 Chair:   Mr.  Mr. Naimul Ahsan Jewel 
 Member-Secretary, NCCWE 

 

01.00 pm to 01.45 pm Lunch  

Technical Session 2 
 
01.45 pm to 02.45 pm 

Overview of the Informal Economy in 
Bangladesh 

Dr. ATM Nurul Amin 
Principal Researcher 
Study Team  

 Chair:   Mr.  TIM Nurunnabi Khan 
 Sr. Program Officer, ILO, 
Dhaka 

 

02.45 pm to 03.00 pm Tea  

03.00 pm to  04.00 pm Prioritising Sectors for Formalisation 
(in Bangladesh)   
Working Groups: 

 Government 

 Employers’ 

 Workers’ 

Working Groups/ 
ILO Specialists  

04.00 pm to 04.45 pm Presentation of Groups 

 Government 

 Employers’ 

 Workers’ 

Working Groups 

 Chair:   Mr.  Thomas Kring 
 CTA, WOI Project, ILO, New 
Delhi 

 

Technical Session 3 
 
04.45 pm to 05.15 pm 

Action Planning for The Way Forward 
 
Moderators:  Mr. Thomas Kring & 
 Mr. Harunur Rashid, 
WOI Project 

Tripartite Constituents  
Stakeholders/Participants 
Way out informality Project 
  

Closing Session  
 
05,15 pm to 05.30 pm 
 

Closing Remarks   Ministry of Labour 

 Bangladesh Employers’ Federation 

 NCCWE 

 International Labour Organization 
      

   

mailto:gota@ilo.org
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Annex-IV 
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Annex-V 
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Annex-VI 
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Annex-VII 
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Annex-VIII 
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Annex-IX 
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Annex-X 

 
 

Guidelines for Prioritizing Sectors for Program Intervention: 
 

Following guidelines were given for prioritizing sectors for program intervention: 
 
Basics: 
1. Identify two priority sectors out of the five included in the overview of the informal 

economy in Bangladesh. 
(Construction, Transport, Hotel & Services, Dry Fish Processing & Bidi Making) 

2. Available & Supportive National Policy/Laws/Institutional Support 
3. Nature of informality 
4. Key obstacles/barriers of the sector in terms of formalization and/or way out of 

informality  
5. Gender inequality 
 
Interventions 
1. What would be the entry point for intervention? 
2. What can Government / Employers / Trade Union? Identify role of partners. 
3. Priority of intervention(s) – What can be achieved within 1 year. 
4. Long term intervention(s) – What can be achieved within 5 years. 
 
Criteria 
1. Keep limited time and funding available in mind 
2. Consider existing & supportive means/system. 
3. Prioritized program intervention(s) 
4. Gender equality promotion 
5. Scalability 
 
Presentation Template 
 

Priority 
Sector 

Available & 
Supportive 
Means/System 

Major 
Obstacles 

Main 
Actors 

Proposed Intervention(s) 

    Immediate intervention: 

    Long term intervention: 

    Gender equality promotion: 

    Scalability: 
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Annex XI 

 

Sector wise Group Work Report 
 

1. Construction 
 

Available and Supportive Means / Systems 

 Building and construction code 

 Land use policy (not yet enacted) 

 Child labour protection policy 

 Master plan for all main 6 cities available 

 Have Code of Conduct by IEB & RAJUK but no national policy 

 Existing labour law can be applied 

 Very little institutional support 

 Trade Union – in some places 

 Labour Law 

 Wage Board 
 

Major Obstacles 
 Migrant workers 
 Casual workers 
 Unskilled workers 
 Semi-skilled workers 
 Lack of organization of workers & employers 
 Low paid & unskilled female workers 
 Discriminations 
 No comprehensive law for construction of houses outside city area. 
 No comprehensive land use policy. 
 No acts/regulations for construction workers and their wages. 
 Lack of enforcement of existing regulations 
 No Master Plan for other cities and no implementation of Master Plan in main larger 

cities. 
 Irregular employment (no contracts) 
 No system in place to identify and register construction workers (migration) 
 Limited Trade Unions presence 
 PRA/PPA do not address Labour issues (limited to procurement only) 
 Low status of OSH 
 Low skills levels 
 Contractual labour 
 No social security 
 No job security 
 No working hour 
 Health & Safety 
 Gender issues/discrimination: low wage, no sanitation, no maternity leave, OSH 

issues absent. 
 No child protection 
 Child labour are exists. 
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Main Actors 

 Concerned Ministries of the Government  

 Employers’ Association 

 Union 

 Planning agencies (Rajuk) for city areas 

 Municipality for local construction 

 Public Works Departments (PWD)  

 Local Government Engineering Department (LGED) 

 Roads and Highways Department 

 Educational Institutions (Technical/Polytechnics) 

 Fire Service and Civil Defence 

 Public/private contractors 

 Relevant Employers’ Organizations. 
 

Proposed Intervention 
Immediate intervention: 

 Need assessment 

 Code of conduct 

 Registration,  

 Provision of ID,  

 Mapping of skills,  

 Access to banking,  

 Health and life insurance 

 Social protection 

 Database (Country wise and district wise) 

 Fixing of minimum wages and enforcement of equal wage 

 Training and skills up-gradation and formalization of skills (certification) for better 
wage bargaining. 

 Appointment letter & ID card 

 Introduce OSH measures 

 Training facility 
  
 Long term intervention 

 Demand driven skill training 

 Occupational safety and health training  

 Skill certification 

 Registration of workers & employers 

 Provision / Act to ensure rights and safety at work for construction workers in 
private sector (insurance, contract, OSH, etc.) 

 Create enabling environment for organizing workers. 

 To bring them under policy & law 

 Workers Welfare Board 

 Health Insurance 

 National Minimum Wage 
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 Community day care facility 

 Freedom of unionization 

 Sector profile 

 Workers database 
 

Gender Equality Promotion: 

 Wages 

 Equality promotion and environment 

 Address abuse, sexual harassment and wage discrimination 

 Equal pay 

 Toilet facility 
 

Scalability 

 Replicated throughout the country 
 
2. Road Transport 
 

Available and Supportive Means / Systems 

 Motor/Vehicle ordinance 

 Insurance for vehicles 

 Traffic rules 

 Trade Union 

 Legal support 

 Employer’s & Government association. 
 

Major Obstacles 

 Motor/Vehicle ordinance and insurance not obligatory for workers/drivers (no 
health/life insurance) 

 No proper enforcement of Motor/Vehicle ordinance 

 Drivers and transport workers not protected by law 

 Public sector drivers have limited coverage of person (not health and not life 
insurance) 

 No regular employment for drivers/transport workers 

 Low quality roads and poor quality of vehicles unsafe driving. 

 Hazardous and long working hours: risky 

 No appointment letter & ID card 

 No job security 

 No working hour 

 Harassment 

 No Insurance 

 No minimum wage  
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Main Actors 

  BRTA (Bangladesh Road Transport Authority) @ district and city level. 

 Traffic Policy 

 Selected trade unions, but not representing interests of workers. Need for focus on 
worker’s safety. 

 Owners of Vehicles/Taxi fleets/Transport companies/Rickshaw fleets  

 Government & Private Employers 

 Union leaders 
 

Proposed Intervention 
 

Immediate intervention: 

 Promote registration and enforce Motor/Vehicle Ordinance 

 Amend Ordinance and include registration and coverage of transport workers and 
drivers (health, insurance etc.) 

 Hold owner and vehicles accountable for appointment, service rules and 
protection of workers (letters of appointment, regulation working time, health, 
insurance) 

 Enforce quality and safety of vehicles. 

 Skill development training (driving) 

 Appointment letter 

 ID card 

 Health & Safety awareness 

 HIV/AIDS awareness 

 Introduce Health Care facility 

 Rest hour 
 

 Long term intervention 

 Ensure that public sector transport workers are covered under pension scheme 
and health insurance. 

 Education and skills and certification 

 Organizing 

 Favourable policy & law  

 Freedom of Unionization 

 Assessment centre 

 Sector profile 

 Workers data base 
 

Gender Equality Promotion: 

 Create employment for women 
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3. Hotel and Restaurant 
 

Available and Supportive Means / Systems 

 Existing labour law can be applied 

 Institutional support for owners 

 Trade Union 

 Legal support 

 Employers’ & Government Associations 
 

Major Obstacles 

 Migrant workers 

 Casual workers 

 Unskilled workers 

 Semi-skilled workers 

 Lack of organization of workers & employers 

 Low paid & unskilled female workers 

 Discriminations 

 No Appointment letter & ID card 

 No job security 

 No working hour 

 No Insurance 

 No minimum wage  
 

Main Actors 

  Government’s concerned Ministry 

 Relevant Employers Organizations 

 Govt. & Private Employers 

 Union Leaders 
 

Proposed Intervention 
 

Immediate intervention: 

 Need assessment 

 Code of conduct 

 Campaign 

 Skill Development Training  

 Appointment letter 

 ID Card 

 Health & Safety awareness 

 HIV/AIDS awareness 

 Introduce Health care facility 

 Rest hour  

 Service Book 

 Group Insurance 
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 Long term intervention 

 Demand driven skill training 

 Occupational safety and health training 

 Skill certification 

 Registration of workers & employers 

 Favourable policy & law 

 Freedom of Unionization 

 Assessment centre 

 Sector profile 

 Workers data base 
 

Gender Equality Promotion: 

 Wages 

 Equality promotion and environment 

 Create employment for women 
 

Scalability 

 Replicated throughout the country 
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Annex-XII 

 
Recommendations of Government Group 

  

Prioritising Sectors for Programme Intervention 
 

Priority Sector Available & 
Supportive 

Means/System 

Major  
Obstacles 

Main Actors Proposed 
Intervention(s) 

Construction  Building and 
Construction 
Code 

 Land Use Policy 
(not yet enacted) 

 Child labour 
Protection policy 

 Master plan for 
all main 6 cities 
available  

 Public 
Procurement 
Rules and 
Regulations 
(under PPA and 
PPR, 2006/2008) 

  

 No 
comprehensive 
law for 
construction of 
houses outside 
city area. 

 No 
comprehensive 
Land Use policy. 

 No 
acts/regulations 
for construction 
workers and their 
wages 

 Lack of 
enforcement of 
existing 
regulations 

 No master plan 
for other cities 
and no 
implementation 
of master plan in 
main larger cities 

 Irregular 
employment (no 
contracts) 

 No system in 
place to identify 
and register 
construction 
workers 
(migration) 

 Limited Trade 
Union presence 

 PPR/PPA do not 
address Labour 
issues (limited to 
procurement 
only) 

 Low status of 
OSH 

 Low skills levels 
 

 Planning 
Agencies (Rajuk) 
for city areas 

 Municipality for 
local construction 

 Public works 
departments 

 LGED 

 Roads and 
highways dept. 

 Educational 
Institutions 
(Technical/Polyte
chnics) 

 Dept. of Fire 
service and civil 
defence 

 Public/Private 
Contractors 

Immediate 
intervention: 

 Registration, 
provision of ID, 
mapping of 
skills, access to 
banking, health 
and life 
insurance (this 
means also 
district and 
upozilla level) 
(Social 
Protection 
Floor): 
database, 
country wise 
and district 
wise 

 Fixing of 
minimum 
wages and 
enforcement 
on equal basis  

 Training and 
skills 
upgradation 
and 
formalisation of 
skills 
(certification) 
for better wage 
bargaining. 

 

Long Term 

 Provision/Act 
to ensure rights 
and safety at 
work for 
construction 
workers in 
private sector 
(insurance, 
contract, OSH, 
etc.) 
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 Create enabling 
environment 
for organising 
workers  

 Gender 
Equality:  

 Address abuse, 
sexual 
harassment and 
wage 
discrimination  
 

Road Transport  Motor/Vehicle 
Ordinance 

 insurance for 
vehicles  

 Traffic Rules 

 M/V Ordinance 
and insurance 
not obligatory for 
workers/drivers 
(no health/life 
insurance) 

 No proper 
enforcement of 
M/V Ordinance 

 Drivers and 
transport 
workers not 
protected by law  

 Public sector 
drivers have 
limited coverage 
of Pension (not 
health and not 
life insurance) 

 No regular 
employment for 
drivers/transport 
workers 

 Low quality roads 
and poor quality 
of vehicles  
unsafe driving 

 Hazardous and 
long working 
hours: risky 

 BRTA 
(Bangladesh 
Road and 
Transport 
Authority) @ 
district and city 
level. 

 Traffic Policy 

 Selected trade 
unions, but not 
representing 
interests of 
workers. Need 
for focus on 
worker’s safety. 

 Owners of 
Vehicles/Taxi 
fleets/Transport 
companies/Ricks
haw fleets 

Short term 
intervention 

 Promote 
registration and 
enforce M/V/ 
Ordinance 

 Amend 
Ordinance and 
include 
registration and 
coverage of 
transport 
workers and 
drivers (health, 
insurance etc.). 

 Hold owner of 
Vehicles 
accountable for 
appointment, 
service rules 
and protection 
of workers 
(letters of 
appointment, 
regulation 
working time, 
health, 
insurance) 

 Enforce quality 
and safety of 
vehicles…. 

 Long term 

 Ensure that 
public sector 
transport 
workers are 
covered under 
pension 
scheme and 
health 
insurance +  

 Education and 
skills and 
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certification 

 Organising 
 

    Gender equality 
promotion: 

 Awareness 

    Scalability: 
Replication 
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Annex-XIII 

 
Recommendations of Employers’ Group 

 

Prioritising Sectors for Programme Intervention 
 

Priority Sector Available & Supportive 
Means/System 

Major  
Obstacles 

Main Actors Proposed 
Intervention(s) 

Construction  Have code & 
conduct by IEB & 
RAJUK but no 
national policy 

 Existing labour law 
can be applied 

 Very little 
institutional 
support 

 Migrant workers 

 Casual workers 

 Unskilled workers 

 Semi-skilled 
workers 

 Lack of 
organization of 
workers & 
employers 

 Low paid & 
unskilled female 
workers 

 discriminations 

 Govt.’s 
concerned 
ministry 

 Relevant 
employers 
organizations 

Immediate 
intervention: 

 Need 
assessment 

 Code of 
conduct 

 
Long term 
intervention: 

 Demand driven 
skill training 

 Occupational 
safety and 
health training 

 Skill 
certification 

 Registration of 
workers & 
employers 

 
Gender equality 
promotion: 

 Wages 

 Equality 
promotion and 
environment 

 
Scalability: 
Replicated 
throughout the 
country 
 

Hotel and 
Restaurant 

 Existing labour law 
can be applied 

 Institutional 
support for owners 

 Migrant workers 

 Casual workers 

 Unskilled workers 

 Semi-skilled 
workers 

 Lack of 
organization of 
workers & 
employers 

 Low paid & 
unskilled female 
workers 

 discriminations 

 Govt.’s 
concerned 
ministry 

 Relevant 
employers 
organizations 

Immediate 
intervention: 

 Need 
assessment 

 Code of 
conduct 

 Long term 
intervention: 

 Demand driven 
skill training 

 Occupational 
safety and 
health training 

 Skill 
certification 
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 Registration of 
workers & 
employers 

 Gender equality 
promotion: 

 Wages 

 Equality 
promotion and 
environment 

 Scalability: 

 Replicated 
throughout the 
country 
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Annex-XIV 
 

Recommendations of Workers’ Group 
 

Prioritising Sectors for Programme Intervention 
 

Priority 
Sector 

Available & 
Supportive 

Means/System 

Major  
Obstacles 

Main Actors Proposed 
Intervention(s) 

Construction  Trade Union-   in 
some places 

 Labour Law 
 Wage Board 

 Contractual 
labour 

 No social security 
 NO JOB SECURITY 
 No working hour 
 Health & safety 
 Gender issue/ 

discrimination: 
low wage, no 
sanitation, no 
maternity leave, 
OSH issues 
absent 

 No child 
protection 

 Child labour are 
exists 

 Government 
 Employer 

association 
 Union 

Immediate 
intervention: 
 Appointment 

letter & ID card 
 Introduce OSH 

measures 
 Training facility 
 Minimum wage 
 

Long term: 
 To bring them 

under policy & 
law 

 Workers 
welfare Board 

 Health 
Insurance 

 National 
Minimum wage 

 Community day 
care facility 

 Freedom of 
Unionization 

 Sector profile 
 Workers data 

base 
 

Gender Equality: 
 Equal pay 
 Toilet facility 

Transport  Trade Union 
 Legal support 
 Employer’s & 

Government 
association 

 

 Appointment 
letter & ID card 

 No Job security 
 No working Hour 
 Harassment 
 No Insurance 
 No minimum 

wage (road 
transport) 

 Govt. & private 
Employer 

 Union leader 

Short term 
intervention: 
 Campaign  
 Skill 

development 
training 
(driving) 

 Appointment 
letter 

 ID Card 
 Health & Safety 

awareness 
 HIV/ AIDS 

awareness 
 Introduce 

Health Care 
facility 

 Rest hour 
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Long term: 
 Favourable 

policy & law 
 Freedom of 

Unionization 
 Assessment 

centre 
 Sector profile 
 Workers data 

base 
 

Gender Issue: 
 Create 

employment 
for women 

Hotel & 
Restaurants  

 Trade Union 
 Legal support 
 Employer’s & 

Government 
association 
 

 Appointment 
letter & ID card,  

 No Job security 
 No working Hour 
 Harassment 
 No Insurance 
 No minimum 

wage (road 
transport) 

 Govt. & private 
Employer 

 Union leader 

Short term 
intervention: 
 Campaign 
 Skill 

development 
training 
(driving) 

 Appointment 
letter 

 ID Card 
 Health & Safety 

awareness 

 HIV/ AIDS 
awareness 

 Introduce 
Health Care 
facility 

 Rest hour 
 Service book 
 Group 

Insurance 
 

Long term: 
 Favourable 

policy & law 

 Freedom of 
Unionization 

 Assessment 
centre 

 Sector profile 
 Workers data 

base 
 

Gender Issue: 
 Create 

employment 
for women 

    Scalability: 
 Advocacy 
 Good practices 

 

 


